
Easy-to-install and maintain; 
Quiet, innovative and long-lasting, designed with
power-driven, medical-grade components; 
Designed to "scrub" the indoor air effectively 24/7;
Engineered strategically to continuously pull
contaminants away from the source toward the unit,
then distribute clean, sanitized air throughout the room.

Charting out plans for a safe reopening for clients and
employees, RCK Gallery in Stuart, Fla. prioritized air
quality upgrades throughout their welcoming exhibition
space. The neighborhood gallery is a hub for showcasing
and celebrating local and regional artists and their team
hosts frequent events and openings that bring together
creatives and art enthusiasts. 

Contractor QCII recommended installing an ISO-Aire
RSH800 hanging unit, a ducted filtration solution
engineered with three levels of medical-grade clean air
technology including a 12-inch deep medical-grade HEPA,
UVC sterilization, and ozone-free bipolar ionization. When
combined the components capture and destroy 99.99% of
potentially harmful pathogens and air contaminants
including viruses and emerging variants, as well as
influenza, bacteria, mold, pollen, dust, and VOCs. Several
other requirements included a powerful solution that could
deliver on multiple air changes per hour (ACH), yet was
quiet and nondisruptive. And, the team was drawn to the
low-profile ISO-Aire hanging model versus a floor-set
purifier, which could take over prime gallery floor space.

ISO-Aire hanging and floor-set models deliver proven
COVID-19 mitigation strategies recommended for indoor
air quality established by ASHRAE and the Centers for
Disease Control. In addition, ISO-Aire is:
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3 Layers of Clean Air Protection

HEPA (99.99% at
.3 microns)

Ozone-free bipolar 
ionization

With both hanging and floor-set model options, ISO-
Aire can be seamlessly installed in almost any
commercial space configuration from church

sanctuaries to classrooms. The RSH800 hanging unit
inside RCK Gallery offers three layers of unmatched

medical-grade filtration to capture and destroy 99.99%
of pathogens and microscopic indoor air contaminants

including mold, pollen, dust, VOCs, and smoke. 
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